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GEG INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS
PERFORMANCE, RELIABLITY, EFFICIENCY
Lubricants of the right quality are indispensable to the efficient and reliable operation of industrial equipment. The impact of
lubricants on production processes and their efficiency is far more significant than many people think. Although lubricant costs
constituteonlyasmallfractionoftheoperatingexpenses,theirqualityandutilisationhavesignificanteffectonequipmentlifetime,
maintenance,energy-efficientoperation,aswellasproductionreliability.
GEG continuously develops its lubricants, so that our products facilitate reliability and contribute significantly to the reduction of
operationalcosts.Ourbroadportfolioincludeslubricantsthatmeetthelatestequipmentmanufacturersʼrequirements,soyoucan
easily find the best product to suit your machinery. We operate a stringent quality assurance system, and have an accredited
laboratorythatguaranteesthehighestlevelofqualityofourproducts.

GEG LUBRICANTS
FOR ALLLUBRICATION POINTS

360°LUBRICATION
SOLUTIONS ANDSERVICES

MORE COST-EFFICIENTOPERATION
24
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REDUCED
DOWNTIME

MORE RELIABLE
OPERATION

EXTENDED
EQUIPMENT LIFETIME

LONGER
DRAIN INTERVAL

LOWER
MAINTENANCE COSTS

REDUCEDNUMBER OF
BREAKDOWNS BY AVOIDING
LUBRICANTMIXING

OUR SERVICES

Theselection of the right lubricant alone is not sufficient for efficient operation. Dependingon the quality of
lubrication management,manytimes the amount directly dedicated to lubricants can either be spent uselessly
or saved. With professionaland expertlubrication management,it is possibleto increase productivity, reduce the
number of downtimes, alongwith lubricant use, energy use andmaintenance costs. Consequently,professional
equipment lubrication can be considered a formof investment.
Our lubrication solutions andcomprehensivetechnical service packagewill help you to implement moreefficient
lubrication management.
ASKYOURQUESTIONS, WEʼLL HELP!
Our highlyqualified team of engineers, which keepsa constant eye on trends helpsour partners with professional,
customizedtechnical services.

GEG LUBTECH -LUBRICATION TECHNOLOGYCONSULTING
With years of experience,our expert team isready
to help you with any lubrication-related issue
whether it is selectingthe right lubricant, solution
of a technical problemor other issuesrelated to
lubricants in general.We also checkthe selected
product in the framework of an application technology onsite test uponrequest.

Contactourcolleaguesatthe
info@globalenergy.group

GEG LUBCHECK -OIL AND MACHINE DIAGNOSTICS

Regularoil checksallow the accurate determination of lubricant
use or degradationand machinedeterioration before the
associated consequencesresult in significant breakdowns
and canavoid expensiverepairs. With the help of LubCheck
oil analysis, maintenance costs and oil changeperiods can
be optimised, and in addition unplanned breakdownsand
productions losses can be kept to a minimum.
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OUR SERVICES
GEG CONTROL -RECONDITIONING AND MAINTENANCE
Some industrial oils, such as hydraulic oils
and metalworkingfluids are maintenanceintensive lubricants. Continuouslycheckingthe
contaminantcontent is anessential part of the
proactive maintenancestrategy. Thedetection of
contaminantsat an early stage allows the timely
executionof the necessary intervention.
Our widely applicable equipment andskilled,
experienced colleaguesallow usto guarantee the
required consistent quality of oils and ensure that
your machineryoperates with higherreliability at
lower maintenance cost.

GEG LUBDEV - CUSTOMISED LUBRICANT DEVELOPMENT
Doyou need special quality, specific cleanliness
grade lubricants for your equipment?
Our development team and our state-of-the-art
manufacturing system meeting the ISO 9001:2015
standardrequirements guarantee that we will
supplythe product best suited for your machines.

GEG LUBLEARN -TRAINING
Theexpertise and practical experience of our
specialists are also available for you. Tofacilitate
the implementationof an efficient lubrication
maintenance practice, you can becomefamiliar
with the latest lubrication managementtechniques
from a practical perspective by attendingthe MOL
Lubrication Management training courses.
Upon request, we also deliver on-sitetraining
tailored to your needs.
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INDUSTRIALLUBRICANTS

HYDRAULICFLUIDS
GEGALHydraulicHLP
Ashlesshydraulicoils
Superior quality, ashless antiwear hydraulic oil. It has
excellent water separation and air release ability,
outstanding oxidation and thermal stability. It provides
superior filterability and extended drain interval with
advanced reliability and equipment protection. Due to its
high performance additive system, it has an excellent wear
reducing performance. Applicable for hydraulic systems of
state-of-the-art machine-tools (e.g. injection moulding
machines), agricultural and off-highway machines.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG AL Hydraulic HLP 32

32.0

-24

226

0.878

GEG AL Hydraulic HLP 46

46.0

-24

231

0.876

GEG AL Hydraulic HLP 68

68.0

-24

246

0.882

Performance levels, approvals:
ISO 11158HM, ISO-L-HM,DIN 51524-2(HLP),Eaton E-FDGN-TB002-E,CincinnatiP-68,CincinnatiP-69,CincinnatiP-70, AIST (US Steel) 127,
AIST (US Steel) 126,SEB 181222(HLP), AFNOR NF-E-48603(HM), Parker Denison HF-0,Parker Denison HF-1/HF-2

GEG AL Hydraulic HVLP
Ashlesshydraulicoils
Hydraulic oils with highperformance level and excellent
anti-ageingproperties. They provide increased drain interval
with outstandingreliability. Theymeet the requirements of
hydraulic systemsoperating under severe, heavy-duty
conditions. Applicable in hydraulic systems of machine-tools,
injection moulding machines, industrial equipment, vehicles,
agricultural and off-highway equipment.

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

Product

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG AL Hydraulic HVLP 32

32

-33

220

0.868

GEG AL Hydraulic HVLP 46

46

-33

226

0.871

GEG AL Hydraulic HVLP 68

68

-33

242

0.879

Performance levels, approvals:
ISO 6743-4 HV ,DIN 51524-3 (HVLP), Eaton (Vickers) I-286-S,Eaton (Vickers) M-2950-S, AFNOR NF-E-48603(HV), Parker Denison HF-0,Parker
Denison HF-1/HF-2,CincinnatiLamb P-68(Fives Cincinnati), Cincinnati
Lamb P-69(Fives Cincinnati), Cincinnati Lamb P-70(Fives Cincinnati),

GEGHydraulicHLPPREM
Premiumhydraulic oil
Hydraulic oil with highperformance level and excellent antiageing properties, having a controlled ISO cleanliness.
Product
Provides increased drain interval with outstandingreliability.
Meets the requirements of hydraulic systemsoperatingunder
severe, heavy-dutyconditions.Applicable inhydraulic systems GEG Hydraulic HLP
ofmachine-tools, industrialequipment, vehicles, agricultural
PREM 32
and off-highway equipment.

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s
32

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

-32

210

Pour point

Performance levels, approvals:
ISO 11158HM, ISO-L-HM,DIN 51524-2(HLP), AFNOR NF-E-48603(HM), BoschRexroth RDE 90235, Eaton E-FDGNTB002-E, Parker Denison HF-0, HF-1, HF-2, ASTM D6158-05 (HM), Cincinnati Machine P-68
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°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

0.860

INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS

GEGHydraulicHLP
Hydraulicoils
Hydraulic oils for use in hydrostatic transmission systems
under normal thermal and mechanical load. They provide
good oxidation stability and wear protection, reduce
deposit formation and protect hydraulic systems against
rust and corrosion. Applicable for machine-tools, industrial,
agricultural and off-highway equipment and vehicles.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Hydraulic HLP 22

22

-24

210

0.865

GEG Hydraulic HLP 32

32

-24

226

0.878

GEG Hydraulic HLP 46

46

-24

231

0.876

GEG Hydraulic HLP 68

68

-24

246

0.882

GEG Hydraulic HLP 100

100

-21

264

0.887

Performance levels, approvals:
ISO 11158HM, ISO-L-HM,DIN 51524-2(HLP), Cincinnati Lamb P-68,Cincinnati Lamb P-69,Cincinnati Lamb P-70,AFNOR NF-E-48603(HM),
BOSCH-REXROTH 90220, EATON Brochure 03-401-2012

GEGHydraulicHLPD
Detergent hydraulicoils
Highperformance hydraulic oils with detergent
properties. Dueto their special detergent effect they
improvefilterability and provide appropriateprotection
to critical parts (e.g. valves) of hydraulic systemsexposed
to contamination(entry of water, dust). Theyoffer
excellent thermal and oxidationstability and reduce
sludgeand deposit formation.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Hydraulic HLPD 22

22

-27

200

0.863

GEG Hydraulic HLPD 32

32

-24

220

0.872

GEG Hydraulic HLPD 46

46

-24

225

0.873

GEG Hydraulic HLPD 68

68

-21

235

0.885

Performance levels, approvals:
DIN 51524 HLPD

GEGHydraulicHVLP
Multigradehydraulic oils
Multigrade, highperformance hydraulic oils. They
provide goodshear stability and uniquetemperatureviscosity characteristicsto enable reliable operation at
both low and hightemperatures. Applicable for outdoor
hydraulic equipment operated under highthermal and
mechanical loadsand for industrial and automotive
hydraulic systemsoperated under wide temperature
rangeswhere they ensure superiorwear protection and
goodfilterability alongwith long equipmentlifetime.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Hydraulic HVLP 22

22

-30

187

0.860

GEG Hydraulic HVLP 32

32

-33

220

0.868

GEG Hydraulic HVLP 46

46

-40

200

0.871

GEG Hydraulic HVLP 68

68

-40

200

GEG Hydraulic HVLP 100

100

-30

242

0.879
Densityat
0.88015°C g/cm3

Performance levels, approvals:
,ISO 11158HV,ISO-L-HV,DIN51524-3(HVLP), Parker Hannifin (Denison) HF-0/HF-1/HF-2,AFNOR NF-E-48603(HV)
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HYDRAULICFLUIDS
GEG Biohydraulic
Synthetic biodegradablehydraulicoils
Biodegradable hydraulic oil basedon synthetic ester.
Favourablyapplicable for all stationary and mobile
hydraulic systemssubject to the risk of leakinghydraulic
fluid entering soil, live water courses,groundwater or
wastewater systems.Readily biodegradable, andprovides
excellentantiwear
and low temperature characteristics.
12
Usable in a wide temperature range: -35to 70°C.
Performance levels, approvals:
ISO 15380HEES, ISO-L-HEES,VDMA 24568HEES, SS 155434
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Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Biohydraulic 46

46

-57

250

0.933

GEG Biohydraulic 68

68

-42

320

0.918

INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS

INDUSTRIALLUBRICANTS

CIRCULATINGOILS, MACHINE-TOOLOILS
GEGCircul
circulating and machine-tooloils
General purposecirculatingoils for the lubrication of
machine-toolsand other industrial equipment. Provide
longterm protection againstcorrosion and rust anddue
to their thermal and oxidationstability they prevent
deposit formation and cloggingof filters ensuringlonger
equipmentlife.
GEG Circul 100-460oilsare suitable for the lubrication
of bearings andmechanical drives operating under
low and medium loads in machine-toolsand other
industrial equipment. Suitable for low and mediumduty
reciprocating air compressors.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEGCircul100

100

-12

245

0.857

GEGCircul150

150

-9

260

0.855

-9

260

0.860

GEGCircul220

220

GEGCircul320

320

-9

260

0.870

GEGCircul460

460

-9

260

0.875

GEGCircul680

680

-9

260

0.885

Performance levels, approvals:
ISO 11158 HL, ISO 12925-1CKB, ISO-L-CKB, ISO-L-DAA,ISO-L-DAB, ISO-L-FC,ISO-L-HL, DIN 51524-1(HL), DIN 51506 VBL, DIN 51506 VCL,
DIN 51517-2(CL),Morgoil Lubricant Spec. Rev. 1.1

GEG Spinol
spindleoils
Spindle oilsfare recommended for lubrication of highspeed needle and spindle bearings in agricultural and
textile machinery, such as spinning machines. hey meet
the performance requirements of leading manufacturers of
high-speed CNC milling machines. They are also suitable
for use where low viscosity ashless anti-wear inhibited
hydraulic oils are required

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Spinol 3

3

-40

99

0.806

GEG Spinol 6

6

-40

150

0.833

GEG Spinol 10

10

-36

171

0.848

Performance levels, approvals:
ISO-L-FC,ISO-L-FD,
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CIRCULATINGOILS, MACHINE-TOOLOILS
GEG Pneumo
pneumatictool oils
Pneumatic oils for machine toolsoperated by
compressedair and for pneumatically controlled
industrial systems.Owingto their excellent lubricity,
tackinessand outstandingwear protection they protect
critical parts againstcorrosion,rust andwear even in
presence of water. Applicablefor percussionor rotary
pneumatic machine tools (rock drills, jack hammers,
sinkers,etc.) or other air operated tools appliedprimarily
in the miningand buildingindustries.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Pneumo 46

46

-24

231

0.870

GEG Pneumo 100

100

-12

245

0.889

GEG Pneumo 150

150

GEG Pneumo 220

220

-9
-9

260
270

0.890
0.889

Performance levels, approvals:
ISO-L-PAC,ISO6743/11–PAC&PBC

GEG Sliedways
slideway-hydraulicoils
Slideway oils for horizontaland vertical slideways of
precision machinetools (drilling, milling, grinding,planing
machines, etc.). They prevent slideways from stick-slipand
offer economical oil consumption.
GEG Slideways 32-68:Suitablefor use ashydraulic
fluid andlubrication of other parts (bearings,drives) in
machine-toolcirculating systemsas well.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

GEG Slideways 32

32

-15

215

0.850

GEG Slideways 68

68

-15

215

0.860

GEG Slideways 220

220

-12

270

0.880

GEG Slideways 220:Suitablefor use asgear oil in
mechanical drives of machine-toolcirculating systemsas well.

Performance levels, approvals:
ISO 11158 HM, ISO 11158 HG, DIN 51502 CGLP, ISO - L - HG32, CNOMO HG32, Cincinnati-Mil. P53(32) P47(68) P50(220)
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Densityat
15°C g/cm3
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TURBINE OILS
GEGBioTurbine HFDU32
Premium biodegradable fire restitant gas turbine oil
Specifically designed for high reliability, long service cycle
turbines and similar industrial applications.
It is made from a carefully selected combination of high
quality Group II and Group III base oils and antioxidant,
corrosion inhibitors and antiwear additives allowing long
oil life and outstanding performance.

Product

GEGBioTurbineHFDU32

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s
32

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

-30

210

0.855

Pour point
°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

15°C g/cm3

-24

210

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

Exceptionally resistant to local high temperatures,
oxidation processes, resulting in high performance for a
very long time, designed especially for the most severe
stationary gas turbine applications where extreme long
service intervals are provided.
Performance levels, approvals:
ISO6743/4HFDU,ISO12922HFDU

GEGTurbineElite46
Premiumgasturbine oil
Specifically designedfor highreliability, longservice cycle
turbines and similarindustrial applications.
It is madefrom acarefully selected combinationof high
quality Group II and GroupIII base oilsand antioxidant,
corrosioninhibitors andantiwear additives allowing long
oil life and outstandingperformance, that its highISO
cleanliness (max. 17/15/12)support.

Product

GEGTurbineElite46

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s
45

°C

Densityat
0.850

Exceptionally resistant to local hightemperatures,
oxidationprocesses, resulting in highperformance for a
very long time, designedespecially for the mostsevere
stationary gasturbine applications where extreme long
service intervals are provided.
Performance levels, approvals:
AlstomPowerTurbo-SystemsHTGD90-117,MAGIAS,LLC:P-54ManTurboSP079984D0000E99,GeneralElectricGEK28143b–TipoIII,DIN
51515-1TDISO8068,L-TSA,L-TGA&L-THA,JISK2213:2006Type2,ASTMD4304,TypeI

GEGTurbine
turbine oils
Premium performance circulating oils based onhighly
refined mineraloil for a wide variety of industrial
applications, especially for stationary steam andgas
turbines. Beneficial for lubricationin the circulating
systemand operation of control, switching andsafety
equipment. Suitable for turbocompressorsand other
applications where excellent oxidationstability, rust
protection andsurface properties (e.g. water release,
low foamingtendency, rapidair separation) are required.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Turbine 32

32

-21

220

0.872

GEG Turbine 46

46

-21

225

0.877

GEG Turbine 68

68

-18

240

0.881

Performance levels, approvals:
SiemensTLV901305and901304GEK32568F/G,GEK28143AAlstomHTGD90117V0001SSolarES9-224, WestinghouseElectricCorp.Turbine
OilSpec.ISO8068, DIN51515,ptI(TD)andptII(TG),ASTMD4304,JISK2213,BS489U.S.Steel120
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COMPRESSOR OILS
GEGCompressorPrem
synthetic compressoroils
Multifunctional 100% synthetic ashless lubricant designed for
air compressors, manufactured with pure polyalphaolefin
(PAO), to get a unique performance of lubricating rotary
screw compressors, reciprocating piston and vane in very
severe conditions of work. Recommended for all types of
compressors which require lubrication with the maximum
guarantee in very severe conditions of work, including
refrigeration compressors operating at very low
temperatures.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Compressor Prem 46

46

-50

235

0.846

GEG Compressor Prem 68

68

-50

240

0.852

Performance levels, approvals:
DIN51503-1(KAA,KE),DIN51506(VBL,VCL,VDL),ISO/DP6521(DAA,DAB,DAH,DAG)

GEGCompressor
rotary compressoroils
Highly refined mineral oil based compressoroils for
lubrication of rotary screw and vane compressorswith oil
injection cooling.Dueto their excellent wear protection,
highlyeffective detergency andoutstandingresistance to
oxidationand thermal degradationlongservice interval
can be achieved.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Compressor 46

47.8

-27

230

0.878

GEG Compressor 68

70.2

-27

245

0.887

225

0.917

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

15°C g/cm3

GEG Compressor 100

Performance levels, approvals:
ISO-L-DAH,DIN 51506VBL, DIN 51506VCL

GEG Compressor Refrig Plus
refrigeration compressoroils
Naphthenic basedmineral oils generally applicable for
refrigeration compressorsystems(both reciprocating and
rotary compressors)operating with ammoniarefrigerant.
In addition, they can be usedfor applicationswith low
ambient temperatures.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

Pour point

°C

Densityat

GEG Compressor Refrig Plus 46

46

-57

254

0.885

GEG Compressor Refrig Plus 68

68

-48

262

0.895

Pour point
°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

15°C g/cm3

Performance levels, approvals:
ISO6743-3B-DRD,DIN51503KD

GEGCompressorPlus
compressor oils
High performance compressor product, developed with
synthesis technology and latest additive technology for
new generation compressors. Is an ashless product with
outstanding oxidation and corrosion inhibiting properties.
Somela Evolution is particularly recommended for use as
high performance lubricant in rotary and reciprocating air
compressors.

Performance levels, approvals:
DIN51503-1(KAA,KE),DIN51506(VBL,VCL,
VDL),ISO/DP6521(DAA,DAB,DAH,DAG)
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Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Densityat

GEG Compressor Plus 46

46

-15

255

0.860

GEG Compressor Plus 68

68

-14

260

0.870

GEG Compressor Plus 100

100

-14

280

0.870

GEG Compressor Plus 150

150

-13

290

0.880

INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS

GEG Reductor Synth
synthetic industrial gearoils
High performance 100% synthetic multifunctional lubricants
based in synthetic base oils and Polyalphaolefins, they have
exceptional ant oxidation and thermal properties, specially
formulated for those types of lubrication where the working
conditions are very severe, as high loads or high
temperatures where require a special lubricant with high
demands on performance.They can be used in gear units
containing non-ferrous
metals.

GEG Reductor Synth 150

Recommendedfor the lubrication of bearingsoperating at
hightemperatures as well.

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

150

-48

>220

0.850

GEG Reductor Synth 220

220

-45

>220

0.860

GEG Reductor Synth 320

320

-42

>220

0.860

GEG Reductor Synth 460

460

-40

>220

0.864

GEG Reductor Synth 680

680

-39

>220

0.867

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

15°C g/cm3

68

-12

245

0.884

GEG Reductor 100

100

-12

245

0.887

GEG Reductor 150

150

-9

260

0.890

GEG Reductor 220

220

-9

260

0.894

GEG Reductor 320

320

-9

260

0.899

GEG Reductor 460

460

-9

260

0.903

GEG Reductor 680

680

-9

260

0.902

GEG Reductor 1000

1000

-6

260

0.900

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

Performance levels, approvals:
AGMA 9005-E02, Cincinnati Machine P-74, David Brown S1.53.106, DIN 51517 Part III GED50E35, Siemens MD,
U.S. Steel 224

GEG Reductor
premiumindustrial gear oils
Superior quality EP gear oilsfor the lubrication of any
type of industrial drives, even those containingnonferrousmetals. Particularly well suited forequipment
under operating conditions such as highload, high
relative slidingvelocity (slip rates) and highoperating
temperature. Applicable in circulating, sprayand mist
oil systems.Theyoffer outstandingwear protection
and extendedlifetime, minimizecorrosion and prevent
micropitting.

Product

GEG Reductor 68

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

Pour point

°C

Densityat

Performance levels, approvals:
AGMA 9005-E02, ISO 12925-1 CKC, ISO6743 - 6 CKC, AIST 224, DIN 51517 Part III, MAG Cincinnati, Cincinnati Machine P-77
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HEATTRANSFER OILS
GEGHTO
heat transferoils
Highlyrefined heat-transferoils with highviscosity index
and narrow boiling range.They provide excellent heat
transfer due to their goodthermal properties. They
provide outstandingthermal stability and therefore
an extendedoil service life. Theoils prevent rust and
corrosion anddo not require special seals. Theyare nontoxicand can bedisposedof as usedoil after application.

Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG HTO 32

32

-24

210

0.878

GEG HTO 46

46

-24

231

0.876

GEG HTO 68

68

-24

246

0.882

Pour point
°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

15°C g/cm3

-55

246

Applicableas heat transfer fluidsfor enclosed,indirectly
heated, circulated heat transfer systems.
Themaximumfilm temperature on the heater surface is:
MOL Thermol 32 and 46: 330°C
MOL Thermol 68: 350°C
Performance levels, approvals:
ISO-L-QB,ISO-L-QC,DIN 51522Q

GEGHTOSynth
Synthetique heat transfer oil
High quality ashless lubricating oil, advanced technology 100%
Synthetic extreme pressure heat transfer oil, based on
Product
polyalphaolefin PAO and with latest generation additives for
heat transfer oils. High quality heat transmitters and very long
GEGHTOSynth32
service life, min. 48 months.
Specially designed to work in heat generators, which use oil
as heat transmission fluid at high temperatures and very low
working temperatures, which require prolonged service
changes, achieving high work performance, energy savings
and reduction in maximum carbonaceous residue
Performance levels, approvals:
SO6743/12-QC
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GEGHTOSynth32

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s
32

°C

Densityat
0.827

WATER-MISCIBLE
METALWORKINGFLUIDS

WATER-MISCIBLE
METALWORKINGFLUIDS

WATER-MISCIBLEMETALWORKINGFLUIDS

MACHINING FLUIDS
GEG Biocutting SMT
biostable metalworkingfluid
Product
GEG Biocuttin SMT

Emulsion
pHvalue

9.1-9.8

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

55

Appearance

Densityat

(emulsion)

15°C g/cm3

Opalescent

0.973

WATER-MISCIBLE
METALWORKINGFLUIDS

Water-misciblesemi-syntheticbiologically stable cooling
lubricant, which is developed for machiningof highalloyed steels and aluminumalloys. Dueto the selected
raw materials the product is very skin-friendly.Boron
and formaldehydefree, highstability product with good
corrosionprotection and rinsingperformance with low
residues. It is highly recommendedfor use in central
emulsion systems and in CNCmachines.

GEG Biocutting STV
biostable metalworkingfluid
Extreme pressure synthetic fluid, 100% soluble and extremely
stable, possessing excellent detergents and lubricity qualities.
In addition, it has technologically advanced additives that allow
working in almost all metal machining operations, such as
cooling fluid and lubricant of worked pieces.

Product
GEG Biocutting STV

Emulsion
pHvalue

9.5-10.0

Kinematic
viscosity at
2

40°C mm /s

70

Appearance

Densityat

(emulsion)

15°C g/cm3

Green

1.06

GEGBiocuttingEP
biostable metalworkingfluid
Highly stable emulsifiable mineral cutting oil, formulated with
paraffinic base oils resistance to aging very important.
Possessing good detergent, dispersant and extreme pressure,
in addition to having technologically very advanced additives
that allow you to work with all metals, in moderate and severe
machining.

Product
GEG Biocutting EP

Emulsion
pHvalue

8.8-9.24

Kinematic
viscosity at
2

40°C mm /s

66

Appearance

Densityat

(emulsion)

15°C g/cm3

White milky

0.875

This product has a very good stability to the emulsion, keeping
the emulsion homogeneous during a long period of time,
which allows it to increase the resistance to aging and to avoid
possible problems of oxidation.
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NON-WATERMISCIBLE
METALWORKINGLUBRICANTS

NON-WATERMISCIBLE
METALWORKINGLUBRICANTS

NON-WATERMISCIBLE METALWORKING LUBRICANTS

CUTTINGOILS
GEG Cutting INX 12
environmentally compatible cuttingoil
Extreme Pressure cutting oil, based on specific
hydrocarbons and a complex mixture of additives
necessary to meet the highest demands required by
high intensity machining. It is a guaranteed efficacy
product, specially designed for severe operations, deep
drilling, cutting of high speed, vertical broaching,
milling, manual turning and automatic turning, sawing
and punching.Not recommendedfor cutting of colour
metals.

Product
GEG Cutting INX 12

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s
12

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

-30

160

0.872

Pour point
°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

15°C g/cm3

-18

170

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

Performance levels, approvals:
EEC

GEG Cutting INX 17
environmentally compatible deep-holedrilling oil
HExtreme Pressure cutting oil, based on hydrocarbons and a
complex mixture of additives required to meet the highest
demands required by high and very high intensity
machining.

Product
GEG Cutting INX 17

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s
17

°C

Densityat
0.908

NON-WATERMISCIBLE
METALWORKINGLUBRICANTS

Prepared to work with stainless steel and foundry.

Performance levels, approvals:
EEC

GEG Cutting INX 35
environmentally compatible cuttingoil
Extreme Pressure cutting oil, based on specific
hydrocarbons and a complex mixture of additives
necessary to meet the highest demands required by high
and very high intensity machining. It is a guaranteed
efficacy product, specially designed for severe operations,
deep drilling, cutting of high speed, vertical broaching,
milling, manual turning and automatic turning, sawing and
punching.

Product
GEG Cutting INX 35

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s
35

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

-12

235

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

0.875

Performance levels, approvals:
EEC

GEG Cutting INX 40
environmentally compatible broachingoil
Extreme Pressure cutting oil, based on specific
hydrocarbons and a complex mixture of additives
necessary to meet the highest demands required by high
and very high intensity machining. It is a guaranteed efficacy
product, specially designed for severe operations, deep
drilling, cutting of high speed, vertical broaching, milling,
manual turning and automatic turning, sawing and
punching.
Prepared to work with steels and cast iron
Performance levels, approvals:
EEC
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Product
GEG Cutting INX 40

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s
40

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

-10

220

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

0.889

NON-WATERMISCIBLE METALWORKING LUBRICANTS

CUTTINGOILS

GEG Cutting MQ

minimumquantity lubricant
Dry machining consists of replacing traditional metalworking
fluids and oil systems with a machining environment with a
precisely controlled flow of compressed air which drives
minimal amounts of lubricating oil in an “aerosol” format to
the surface of the machine. court. This ensures lubrication at
the point of cut and enables high-performance machining.
Product formulated in Ester type synthetic base oil and
synthesis base oils of the highest quality. This product has
been specially designed for those processes in which high
lubrication is required with a minimum quantity of lubricant.

Product
GEG Cutting MQ

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s
23

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

-16

190

0.907

Pour point
°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

15°C g/cm3

-27

103(PM)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Cutting EDM

NON-WATERMISCIBLE
METALWORKINGLUBRICANTS

Electric sparkerosion oil
Dielectric fluid that ensures a correct electro grinding
operation makes easier the electric discharge and cools
both tool and part. Its low viscosity provides a perfect
carriage away of the fine particles produced during the
operation. It can be used in finish grinding operations of
hard or keen dimensions profiles, in shaving and finishing
processes. It contains highly refined hydrocarbons to avoid
skin diseases to operators.

Product
GEG Cutting EDM 3

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s
2.3

°C

Densityat
0.820
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NON-WATERMISCIBLE METALWORKING LUBRICANTS

QUENTCHINGOIL
GEGQuench
quenchingoil
GEG Quench High quality oils that are used for heat
treatment of ferrous metals in a wide variety of quenching
operations. They provide deep and uniform hardening with
minimum distortion and cracking for a smooth surface
finish. Our oils are highly stable throughout the hardening
temperature range to provide long service life with minimal
sludge formation. They have a high viscosity index for
minimum viscosity change during the entire quenching
operation, and have high flash and fire points to minimize
fire hazards.

NON-WATERMISCIBLE
METALWORKINGLUBRICANTS

TEMPLEX KTL series are paraffinic mineral oils with high
quality selection of additives to provide enhanced oxidation
resistance and metal-wetting ability. They are for use in fast
quench operations where it is important to develop
maximum hardness while minimizing distortion.
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Product

Kinematic
viscosity at
40°C mm2/s

°C

Flash point
(Cleveland)

Pour point

°C

Densityat
15°C g/cm3

GEG Quench 125

18

-15

205

0.850

GEG Quench 150

17

-14

210

0.865

GEG Quench 220

20

-14

200

0.875

GEG Quench 320

30

-12

220

0.876

LUBRICATINGGREASES

LUBRICATINGGREASES

LUBRICATINGGREASES

LUBRICATINGGREASES
GEG Lithium Complex 2
Lithium complex lubricating grease
Multi-purpose lithium complexlubricating grease. Due to
its composition the product has excellent tackiness, good
water resistance andvery goodcorrosionprotection. The
goodmechanical stability provides extendedlifetime even
in caseof vibration.

Product

NLGI
grade

Penetration
after 60strokes
at25°C
0.1 mm

GEG Lithium Complex 2

NLGI 2

265-295

Baseoil
viscosityat
40°C mm2/s

200

Droppingpoint
°C

260

Suitable for bearingsrunningat hightemperature and
highload even in equipmentsubjected to vibration in the
industry,agriculture and transportation.
Temperature range: between -30°Cand +140°C
Performance levels, approvals:
DIN 51502:KP2N-30,

GEG Lithium EP 2
lithium-baselubricating grease
Highperformance multi-purposelithium-baselubricating
grease. Theexcellent mechanicalstability of the product
provides goodlubrication even in case of vibration. Owing
to its goodwear protection and EP properties it is suitable
for the lubrication of equipment exposedto heavy load
mainly in individual lubricating systems.Usable for the
lubrication of rolling bearings,fans, workingat high load
within normal temperature range.Special application is
the lubrication of railroad wheel bearings.

Product

NLGI
grade

Penetration
after 60strokes
at25°C
0.1 mm

GEG Lithium EP 2

Baseoil
viscosityat
40°C mm2/s

Droppingpoint
Droppingpoint
°C
°C

NLGI 2

265

200

190

NLGI
grade

Penetration
after 0strokes
at25°C

Baseoil
viscosityat

Droppingpoint

Temperature range: between -25°Cand +120°C
Performance levels, approvals:
DIN 51502:KP2K-20,

GEG Lithium EP 00
Highperformance lithium based lubricating grease.Based
on its compositionthe product reducesfriction and wear
at heavy loaded contacts.

Product

0.1 mm

Thelubricating grease issuitable for closed and open
gears,clutches and other power transmissions.It can be
usedfor lubrication of sliding bearingwhere liquid grease
is requirement.
Temperature range: between -30°Cand +130°C

Performance levels, approvals:
DIN51502GP; 00G-20
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GEG Lithium EP 00

NLGI 00

415

40°C mm2/s

47-57

°C

170

LUBRICATINGGREASES

lithium-baselubricating grease

LUBRICATINGGREASES

LUBRICATINGGREASES
GEG HighTemp Paste
high-temperaturelubricating grease
Specially designed for very high temp operations wherever
producing corrosion, seizing, flaying and generally seizing
of threaded joints.
Anti-seize, anticorrosive and conductive paste for the
protection of screw, bolts, threaded connections as well as
endless screws, hinges and hydraulic and pneumatic
hammers.
Mixing with other greases mustbe avoided.

Product

NLGI
grade

Penetration
after 60strokes
at25°C
0.1 mm

GEG HightTemp 2

NLGI 2

Product

NLGI
grade

265-295

Baseoil
viscosityat
40°C mm2/s

Droppingpoint
°C

N/C

above 300

Baseoil
viscosityat

Droppingpoint

Temperature range: between -20°Cand +200°C

GEG HighTemp Poly
high-temperaturelubricating grease
State-of-the-art high efficient grease which is formulated
with long life organic thickeners, highly refined mineral oil
and a package of additives to provide superior anti-wear,
EP properties and high antioxidant and anticorrosive
capacity. Thus it is an excellent lubricant for bearings and
mechanisms subjected to the combined action of high
temperatures, heavy loads and water action.
Suitable for equipment workingat high loadand low
speed e.g. chains in through-typefurnaces and bearings
of conveyors, baking kilns.

Penetration
after 60strokes
at25°C
0.1 mm

GEG HighTemp Poly 2

NLGI 2

265-195

40°C mm2/s

N/C

°C

above 240

In case of hightemperature regular refilling is necessary.
Mixingwith other greasesmustbe avoided.
Temperature range: between -20°Cand +200°C

GEGCalsulfHP

LUBRICATINGGREASES

calcium sulfonate lubricating grease
Highperformancemulti-purposelubricating grease,
produced fromhighquality mineral oil, calcium sulfonate
thickener and special graphite. Due to its enchased tackiness
and mechanical stability the grease hasexcellent adhesionto
metal surfaces.

Product

NLGI
grade

Penetration
after 60strokes
at25°C
0.1 mm

GEGCalsufHP 2

NL2

265-295

Baseoil
viscosityat
40°C mm2/s

290

Droppingpoint
°C

above 280

It is the primary greasefor applications,where heavy load is
combinedwith wet environment, e.g. steel, mining,paper or
cement industry and there is highrisk of seizure.
Temperature rangeof application: -25°Cand+180°C
(short time: 260°C).
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LUBRICATINGGREASES

LUBRICATINGGREASES
GEG Alugear Complex
gear lubricating grease
Highperformance aluminium complexlubricating grease
containingspecial graphite. Based onthe solid and EP
additives it hasexcellentwear and EP properties, low
friction, protects againstseizureat high load conditions.
The product hasvery goodpumpability.
Especially recommendedin open gearsoperating at high
load andhightemperature. Preferred application is the
automatic spray systemsin cement industry.

Product

NLGI
grade

Penetration
after 60strokes
at25°C
0.1 mm

GEG Alugear Complex 1

NLGI 1

310

Baseoil
viscosityat
40°C mm2/s

500

Droppingpoint
°C

200

LUBRICATINGGREASES

Temperaturerange: between -20°Cand+120°C(regular
regreasing +180°C)
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